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DPSG and its use in parsing
Harry Bunt
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P.O.Box 90153, 5000 LE Tilburg, The Netherlands

1 Introduction

Syntactic as well as semantic analysis, in theory as well as in practice, starts
nearly always from the decomposition of sentences into smaller groups of
words such as noun phrases, verb phrases, adjective phrases, prepositional
phrases, etc. Syntactically, this is motivated by the assumption that a
higher level of generalization in the description of natural language struc-
tures can be achieved in terms of such groups than in terms of individ-
ual words. Semantically, it is motivated by the compositionality principle,
which entails the decomposition of sentences into meaningful parts in order
to systematically derive sentence meanings from individual word meanings.
Moreover, the smallest meaningful parts of a sentence are sometimes groups
of words rather than individual words, as in the case of sentence (1), where
woke up is a meaningful part rather than each of these words separately:

(1) Mary woke up at aeven-thirty.

More often then not, the relevant word groups ("constituents") are formed
by words standing next to one another, as in (1). Sometimes, however,
some other words are intervening. Sentence (2) provides an example:

(2) Mary woke me u~ at ~even-thirty.

In such a case we speak of a discontinuou, constitnent.
Exactly which discontinuities a grammar has to deal with, depends on

the general views on constituency which the grammar takes. Theories which
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recognize verb phrases for instance, as most theories do, will say that sen-
tence (2) displays a discontinuity in the VP woke me up. Verb phrases are in
fact very often discontinuous, and in many theories of grammar discontin-
uous VPs are a major object of study (see e.g. Emonds(1976; 1979), Hep-
ple(1990), Hoekstra (1990), McCawley(1982), Reape(1990), Ross(1973)).

Noun phrases are not so often discontinuous. But of course, relative
clause extraction leads to discontinuous NPs, and so do the VP-discontinuities
in NP-embedded VPs, as in premodifying relative clauses in Dutch or Ger-
man. A genuine NP discontinuity can be formed using the Dutch complex
determiner Wat voor, as in sentence (3)):

(3) at heb jij voor auto gekocht?
( at did you car buy?, meaning What car did you buy?~

Such discontinuities have been studied by Corver (1990).
PPs and APs are mostly contiguous, but again, it is certainly not im-

possible for them to be discontinuous. Examples of discontinuous adjective-
and adverbial phrases are presented in (4) and (5):

(4) This is a better movie than I expected.
(5) Leo is harder gegaan dan ooit tevoren.

(Leo has been goáng faster than ever before.)

Moreover, phrases which are `naturally' continuous can very often become
discontinuous by the insertion of inetacomments, such as parentheticals.
Some examples:

(6) John talked of course about politics.
(7) Peter bought a house on, at almost on, Angels Beach.
(8) Leo ás going s e , I would say, than ever before.

It is not an exaggeration to say that discontinuities may arise almost ev-
erywhere; discontinuous constituents are obviously not rare or exceptional.
Yet most grammar formalisms are quite clearly based on the idea of a con-
stituent as a continuous sequence of words, being primarily designed to
describe continuous constituents and having to take recourse to special op-
erations for handle ing discontinuities. The reason for this is that rewrite
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rules, and therefore the no~ion of adjacency, play in important role in most
grammars. The description of structures made up of non-adjacent elements
therefore presents difficulties.

The central idea of this paper is that constituents should not be regarded
as sequences of words, but as sets of words with certain precedence relations
amongst themselves and with other words. Central in the elaboration of
this idea is the notion of a discontinuous tree, which is a tree-like structure
describing discontinuous constituency.

This idea is not new; e.g., McCawley (1982) has suggested to analyse
sentence (6) as having the constituent structure displayed in (9).

NP

PP

John talked of course about politics

Besides `discontinuous trees', a second important notion in our approach
is that of adjacency sequence, which generalizes the notion of adjacency pair
so as to apply to `discontinuous sequences'. The use of adjacency sequences
makes it possible to formulate rewrite rules which describe (generate, parse)
discontinuous constituents. The grammar formalism described below, Dis-
continuous Phrase-Structure Grammar (DPSG~, is intended to illustrate
the feasibility and usefulness of this idea.
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2 Trees with discontinuities
If we want to represent that a phrase P has constituents A and C, while
there is an intervening phrase B, we must allow the node corresponding to
P to dominate the A and C nodes without dominating the B node, even
though this node is located between A and C; see (10). This will have the
consequence that our structures get crossing branches, if we still want every
node to be dominated by a higher node, as happens in (9).

(10) P

A B C

In what respects exactly do such structures differ from ordinary trees?
McCawley (1982) has tried to answer this question, suggesting a formal
definition for trees with discontinuities by amending the definition of an
ordinary tree. An ordinary tree is often defined as a set of elements, called
NoDES, on which two relations are defined, immediate dominance and linear
precedence. These relations are required to have certain properties, to the
effect that a tree has exactly one top node, which dominates every other
node; that every node has exactly one mother node, etc. (see e.g. Wall,
1972).

McCawley's definition of trees with discontinuities is redundant at some
points and it unintentionally allows structures to be cyclic or unconnected;
more importantly, it does not lead to notion of adjacency which can be
used to formulate rules for generating or manipulating discontinuous trees.

An attractive alternative to the `axiomatic' definition of tree-like struc-
tures is a recursive one. Ordinary trees are easily defined recursively since
their building blocks are again trees, if we consider terminal nodes as atomic
trees. Therefore, a tree can be defined as an ordered pair C t, [Xl, .., X„] 1
consisting of a top node t and a sequence of subtrees. A terminal node is
the top node in a tree C t, (]~, dominating zero subtrees.

A recursive definition of a tree with discontinuities, or DISCOTREE, is
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not so easily given, since such a structure is built up of substructures which
themselves are not necessarily (disco-)trees. Example (11) illustrates this.

P Q

The discotree S is made up of the substructures with top nodes P and Q

which are not well-formed discotrees since they contain `loose' nodes (b

and d), not connected to the rest of the structure. Therefore, we first

define these substructures (`SUBDISCOTREES') separately; this can be done

recursively.

(12) Let N be a non-empty set whose elements are called NoDES.

(i)

(ii)

If t E N, then the pair Ct,[ ]~ is a subdiscotree;

If x E N and X1, .., Xk are subdiscotrees that share no subdiscotreesl
then the pair Gx, [X1, YZ, .., Y~, Xk]~ is a subdiscotree, where
Y; - Xi or Y; is a sub-list of {XZ, ..,Xk-1 }.

No other structures than those defined by (i) and ( ii) are sub-
discotrees.

Instead of `~x, [X1, .., [..], .., Xk]1', we also write: `x(X1, XZ ,.., [..] ,..,

Xk)'. The idea is that a subdiscotree consists of a top node x and a se-

quence of nodes dominated by x(daughter nodes), possibly interrupted by

subsequences [Xt, X~,..] of nodes not dominated by x(so-called INTERNAL

CONTEXT of x, oT CONTEXT DAUGHTERS of X).

We define direct dominance in subdiscotrees as follows:

1Two subdiscotrees X and Y share a subdiscotree T if both X and Y contain a node
dominating T.
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(13) Direct dominance (D):

(i) in an atomic subdiscotree Cx, []~, there is no node dominated
by x;

(ii) in a subdiscotree Gx, [X1, Yl, .., Y~, Xk] 1 the node x directly
dominates the top nodes of X1i of Xk, and of every Y; that is a
subdiscotree, but not the top nodes of elements in lists [..,X~,..]
of subdiscotrees.

A discontinuous tree is now simply a subdiscotree without any `loose'
nodes, nodes that are not connected to the rest of the structure through
the dominance relation. In other words, every node should have a mother
node.

We now have a reliable definition of discontinuous tree structures. The
next point to consider is their generation. We know that ordinary tree
structures are generated by phrase-structure grammars; can discontinuous
trees also can be produced by some sort of phrase-structure rules? This
turns out to be far from trivial; to answer this question, we will have to
look at linear precedence and adjacency in discotrees.

2.1 Linear precedence and adjacency in discontinu-
ous trees

A classical phrase-structure rule rewrites a constituent into a sequence of
pairwise adjacent constituents. The formulation of phrase-structure rules
for discontinuous trees thus requires a notion of adjacency in such struc-
tures. Since adjacency is a special case of linear precedence, we first have
to define the precedence relation for discotrees. We may try to do this in
the same way as usual for ordinary trees ( G denotes linear precedence, D
denotes direct dominance):

(14) (i) In a tree A(X1,.., Xn), X; G X~ iff i G j.

(ii) If P, Q, x and y are nodes in a tree such that P G Q, P D x, and
QDy,thenxGy.
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The obvious disco-counterpart of this definition is:

(15) (i) In a subdiscotree A(X1i .., [.., Xi, ..] ,.., X„), X; G X~ iff 1 G i
G j G n .

If P, Q, x and y are nodes in a subdiscotree such that P G Q, P
Dx,andQDy,thenxGy.

Adjacency can subsequently be defined as precedence without intervening
nodes. We shall write 'x f y' to indicate that x and y are adjacent.

Unfortunately, this notion of adjacency is of no help for formulating

grammar rules that do anything with internal context constituents. We

turn to the issue of grammar rules for generating discontinuous trees in the

next section.

3 Discotrees in grammar rules

3.1 Adjacency and concatenation

The following example illustrates the inadequacy of the notion of adja-
cency introduced above. Suppose we are to generate the discontinuous tree
structure (16):

(16) VP

V NP

VS DET N PART

Wake your friend up
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To achieve this, we need rules like the following, where square brackets in-
dicate internal context elements:

(17) VP --~ V f NP
V --~ VS ~- [DET] f [N] .-}- PART
NP -~ DET f N
VS --~ wake
DET --~ your
N -~ friend
PART -~ up

According to the second clause in (15), however, the particle up precedes
the determiner and the noun, so these rules generate the incorrect structure
(18). This problem occurs generally when a discontinuous constituent is to
be concatenated with some other constituent. We thus need a difFerent
precedence relation for discontinuous trees.

(18) VP

r`
V NP

VS DET N PART DET N

~` Wake your friend up your friend

The source of the problem is that according to (15) a context daughter
of a node P which is a`real' daughter of another node Q, either precedes
or is preceded by all the daughter nodes of P, depending on whether P
precedes Q or Q precedes P. But characteristic of an internal context node
is precisely that it is located in between the `real' daughters of a node. We
therefore relax the second clause in (15) to (19):
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(19) if x and y are nodes in a subdiscotree such that x c y, then x's leftmost
daughter precedes y's leftmost daughter.Z

With this notion of precedence, and the notion of adjacency that follows
from it, the rules (17) give besides the incorrect structure (18), also the
correct possibility (16). To prevent the generation of the incorrect structure
(18), we define adjacency slightly difFerently:

(20) Two nodes x and y are adjacent iff:

(i) x's leftmost daughter L,,,(x) precedes y's leftmost daughter L,,,(y);

(ii) for every node z such that L,,,(x) C z C L„~(y), x D z.

In other words, x and y are neighbours if x precedes y and y's leftmost
daughter is the first node to the right of x's leftmost daughter which does
not belong to x. With this definition of adjacency the rules (17) do not
generate the structure ( 18), since the V and NP in that case are not adja-
cent.

3.2 Discotrees in Phrase-Structure Grammar
Upon closer inspection, the adjacency relation as now defined is still unsat-
isfactory, however. The following example illustrates this.

(21)

C

ZThe choice of leftmost rather than rightmost daughters is somewhat arbitrary. Limi-
tations of space prevent us from motivating this choice here.
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Suppose we want to generate the structure (21). To generate the S node,
we would like to have a phrase-structure rule that rewrites S into its con-
stituents, like (22):

(22) S-~P-~Q-~E

But this rule would not apply here, since Q and E are not adjacent; ac-
cording to (20), Q has C as its right neighbour rather than E. Therefore,
the correct rule for generating (21) would be (23):

(23) S--~ P f Q f[C] f[D] -}- E

This is ugly, and even uglier rules are required in more complex cases with
discontinuities at different levels. Moreover, tliere seems to be something
fundamentally wrong, since the C and D nodes are on the one hand internal
context for the S node according to rule (23), while on the other hand they
are also dominated by S. That is, these nodes are both 'real' constituents
of S and internal context of S.

To remedy this we introduce the concept called ADJACENCY SEQUENCE,
which generalizes the traditional notion of sequence of adjacency pairs. The
definition goes as follows:

(24) A sequence Ca,..., n~ is an adjacency sequence iff:

(i) every pair Ci,,j~ in the sequence is either an adjacency pair or is
connected by a sequence of adjacency pairs of which all members
are a constituent of some element in the subsequence Ca,..., i);

(ii) the elements in the sequence do not share any constituents.

For example, in the structure (21) the triple cP, Q, E) is an adjacency
sequence since CP, Q~ is an adjacency pair and Q and E are connected by
the sequence of adjacency pairs Q-C-D-E, with C and D constituents of P
and Q, respectively. Moreover, P, Q, and E do not share any substructures.
The triple CP, B, C1, on the other hand, is not an adjacency sequence since
P and C share C.

This notion of adjacency sequence can now be used to define phrase-
structure rules for discontinuous trees as prescriptions to rewrite a nonter-
minal into a set of constituents which forms an adjacency sequence, like
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(22), where some of the elements may be marked as internal context ele-
ments. A phrase-structure grammar consisting of rules of this kind we call
Dí~contínuou~ Phraee-Structure Grammar, or DPSG.

It is worth emphasizing that this notion of phrase-structure rule is a
generalization of the usual notion, since an adjacency sequence as defined
by (24) subsumes the traditional notion of sequence of adjacency pairs.
We have also seen that trees with discontinuities are a generalization of
the traditional tree concept. Therefore, phrase-structure rules of the famil-
iar sort coincide with DPSG rules without discontinuous constituents, and
they produce the familiar sort of trees without discontinuities. In other
words, DPSG-rules can simply be added to an ordinary PSG (possibly
augmented, generalized or head-driven), with the result that the grammar
generates trees with discontinuities for sentences with discontinuous con-
stituents, while doing everything else as before.

For the use of discotrees in Categorial Grammar see Bunt (1990).

3.3 An ID~LP format for DPSG rules

Sofar, we have considered rewrite rules for discotrees only in their classical
form, where they state something about immediate dominance as well as
about linear precedence. One of the important innovations of GPSG has
been the decoupling of these aspects, which makes it possible to formulate
rules that express much greater generalizations.

A rule that generates a discontinuous tree must by its very nature say
something about immediate dominance as well as about linear precedence,
so it seems, and an ID~LP format for such rules therefore seems strange.

This is a wrong impression, however. A rule like (25) is equivalent to
the ID~LP-rules (26), where CD stands for (immediate) context daughters:

(25) R--~ A f[BJ f[CJ ~- D

(26) ID: R -~ {A, D}
CD: {B, C}
LP:ACB,BCC,CCD.

In this example, the ID~LP-like formulation clearly has no advantages over
the traditional formulation; such advantages can only be expected if the
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same dominance rule allows various precedences. This is precisely what is

often the case with discontinuities; for example, in Dutch an intervening

adverb (phrase) can be placed on a variety of positions. If, in the case of

example (25), the B and C constituents may appear in arbitrary order, we

get an attractive ID~LP-like formulation:

(27) ID: R --~ {A, D}
CD: {B, C}
LP: A C D.

The LP-rule is now very simple, since internal context elements by their
nature can only occur in between the real daughters of the top node.

The exact ID~LP-like format of DPSG rules is rather complex, when
features are taken into account and semantics is added.

4 Implementing DPSG: an enhanced chart

parser

As part of the TENDUM dialogue system (see Bunt et al., 1985) a parser-

interpreter for DPSG has been designed and implemented which performs

syntactic, semantic and pragmatic interpretation of Dutch input sentences.

The output of the parser consists of one or more triples, each formed by (i)

a syntactic analysis in the form of a discotree; (ii) a semantic analysis in the

form of an expression of the logical language EL~F (a type-logic language

based on ensemble theory, an extension of set theory; see Bunt, 1985); (iii)

a pragmatic analysis in the form of a bundle of features relevant for the

determination of illocutionary function. We will only consider the syntactic

side of the parsing process here.
The parsing algorithm is based on the active chart parsing concept; it

uses a special matrix-driven strategy for the application of rules, and it

incorporates additional devices for the correct handling of context daugh-
ters and the n-ary adjacency-sequence relation of DSPG. For the sake of
clarity, we first describe the algorithm with its matrix-driven strategy for a
classical phrase-structure grammar, and subsequently turn to the extended

algorithm for DPSG parsing.
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4.1 A matrix-driven PSG parsing algorithm

The algorithm described below assumes its input sentences to be converted
into lists of ares by a preprocessor. The algorithm furthermore presupposes
the presence of a PSG grammar G which can be consulted using a function
which, given a syntactic category K, delivers the subgrammar GK of all
rules where the first rewriting element has category K. The parser uses
an array RESULT for stacking ares, with their vertex number as index in
the array, and a matrix RULES (twodimensional array) for storing active
rules, with syntactic categories as one dimension and vertex numbers as
the other. These ingredients are used as follows.

(28) for every arc A in the input
do process-arc(A);

if there are ares in RESULT spanning the entire input
then then hurray
else bad luck

process-arc(A~:
store K in RESULT[vertex-number(A)]
process-A- for-all-rules-in(Gcae~A~ )
process-A-for-all-rules-án(RULES[cat(A), vertexno(A)]

process-A-for-all-rules-in(L~:
for every rule R in L
do copy R to R'

mark cat(A) in R' as seen
if R' is done, with resulting arc N
then process-arc(N~
else store R' in

RESULT[cat(next arc in R'), vertexno(successor(A))]

N.B. A rule is done if every rewriting constituent of the rule is processed;
a resulting arc can then be built.
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A very simple example: consider the grammar consisting of the following

rules:

rule Rl: NP ~ PROPERNAME
rule Rz: S ~ NP -~ VERB
rule R3: S ~ S~- ADSENT

Processing the input sentence John walks fast, preprocessed as the arc list:
1PROPERNAMEZVERB3ADSENT4i will at the end lead to the following
results:

RESULT[1] :: 1 S4, 153, 1NPZ, 1PROPERNAMEZ
RESULT[2] :: ZVERB3
RESULT[3] :: 3ADSENT4

Only the arc 1S4 spans the entire input. The matrix of active rules is

at that moment:

RULES[VERB, 2] :: copy of rule R2 with the NP linked to arc 1NPZ
RULES[ADSENT, 3] :: copy of rule R3 with the rewriting S linked to arc

]S3~

4.2 Enhancements for Discontinuous PSG

In order to handle DPSG rules with discontinuities, the algorithm described
above has to be enhanced in two respects. First, the algorithm should
`skip' internal context elements when looking for constituents, but come
back to them at the appropriate moment in order to use them in build-
ing constituents; second, whereas a classical chart parser verifies adjacency
relations in a trivial way by checking for successive vertex numbers, the

verification of the DPSG adjacency-sequence relation requires a more elab-
orate bookkeeping.

These enhancements are realized by means of additional clauses in the
part of the algorithm called `proceea-K-for-all-rule,-án(L~', as shown below,
and by an administration of which nodes already have a real mother and
which don't to the ares in the chart under construction by active rules. This
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leads to the following enhancements in the algorithm, where the additional

clauses are indicated in boldface:

(29) process-A-for-all-rules-in(L~:
for every rule R in L
do copy R to R';

mark cat(A) in R' as seen;
if R' is done, with resulting arc N
then if R' has internal context elements

then mark RULES;
process-arc(N);
for each internal context element C in R'
do process-C-for-all-rules-in

(RULES[cat(C), vertexno(C)~)
added after the marking;

undo the marking
else process-arc(N~

else if adjacency-sequence test succeeds

then store R' in
RESULT[cat(next arc in R', vertexno(successor(A))]

We illustrate the extended algorithm with a simple example.
Consider the input 1PROPERNAME2AUX3ADSENT4VERB6, for the sen-
tence John will not come, and the following grammar:

rule Rl: NP ~ PROPERNAME
rule RZ: S ~ NP -~ VERB
rule R3: VERB ~ AUX ~- [ADSENT] ~ VERB
rule R4: S ~ S f ADSENT

The algorithm will go through the following steps:

~ process-arc(1PROPERNAMEZ~: rule Rl is applicable; arc 1NPZ is
built;
process-arc(1 NPZ~: rule RZ becomes active; a copy is added to
RULES[VERB, 2]
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~ process-arc(2 A UX3~: rule R3 becomes active; a copy is added to
RULES[ADSENT, 3]

~ process-arc(3ADSENT4~: rule R3 is further processed: a copy is added
to
RULES[VERB, 4]

~ process-arc(4 VERBb~: rule R3 is applicable; arc ZVERBS is built;
rule R3 contains an internal context element, so all the rules in RULES
are marked; - process-arc2 VERBb: rule RZ is applicable; arc 1S6 is
built;
- process-arcl S5: rule R4 becomes active; a copy is added to
RULES[ADSENT, 3] - process-arc1ADSENTS: the context daughter
is processed. Rule R4 is applicable; arc 15'S is built. - process-arcl S b:
rule R4 becomes active, but successor(1S'b) doesn't exist, so no effect
is produced.

~ process-arc(z A UX3~: rule R3 becomes active; a copy is added to
RULES[ADSENT, 3]

RESULT[1] :: 1 54, 1Sa, 1NPz, 1PROPERNAME2
RESULT[2] :: ZVERB3
RESULT(3] :: 3ADSENT4

Only the arc 1S4 spans the entire input. The matrix of active rules at
that moment is:

RULES[VERB, 2] :: copy of rule RZ with the NP linked to arc ,NPZ
RULES[ADSENT, 3] :: copy of rule R3 with the rewriting S linked to arc
i S3~

All other stacks in the matrix are empty.
For the way in which the adjacency-sequence test is performed and for

a more detailed description of the algorithm the reader is referred to van
der Sloot (1990). The parsing algorithm is currently being redesigned in
order to allow direct parsing of the ID~LP-like format mentioned in section
3.
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The use of DPSG in the generation of sentences starting from formal
representations of semantic content and communicaive function is also ex-
plored both theoretically and in an experimental implementation (see Bunt,
1987).

An interesting recent development is an attempt to express feature
structures and DPSG rules in an extended version of the EL~F language,
originally designed for semantic representation and used as such in the
TENDUM system. This leads to a formal, model-theoretic interpretation
of the syntactic part of the grammar and to the expression of syntactic and
semantic information within one representation formalism.

5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we have introduced the concept of a diecontinuous tree
for the natural, straightforward representation of syntactic structures with
discontinuous constituents. The definition is such that ordinary trees are a
special case of discontinuous trees.

In order to be able to describe the generation and concatenation of
discontinuous trees the adjacency ~equence concept was introduced, a gen-
eralization of the notion `sequence of adjacency pairs'. This allows us to

formulate rules in a form generalizing the classical phrase-structure rule.
A`Di~contánuou' Phra~e-Structure Grammar' (DPSG~ consists of such
rules. DPSG rules are able to describe discontinuous structures in their
dominance- and precedence properties, as well as in the material that may

separate the components of the structure; such rules are especially useful

for describing bounded discontinuities. We have also introduced an ID~LP
format for DPSG rules, which has the effect that DPSG rules are gener-
alizations of GPSG or HPSG rules. DPSG rules can thus be added to a

set of GPSG- or HPSG rules to account for bounded discontinuity, while
everything else in the grammar can remain the same.

The DPSG parser we described has a similar relation to a parser for
`ordinary' PSG as a DPSG grammar to an `ordinary' PSG: the parser has
enhancements for dealing with discontinuities, such that when presented
an `ordinary' PSG it will only do a certain amount of not strictly necessary
bookkeeping, but otherwise just work like a PSG parser.
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